Abstract-Manifolds of visual motions lying in the high dimensional space are hard to comprehend and invisible. Facing this issue, we propose a novel method to visualize geometric transformations in images, where the projective transformations of SL(3) group are visualized based on multidimensional scaling(MDS). Based on the fact that the distance metric on SL(3) group doesn't have a closed form to compute, a novel method is created to solve this issue. As a result, we compute the corresponding coordinate-vectors in 3D state transition space that retains the given pattern of proximity in the high dimensional parameter space as much as possible for purpose of visualization. We test our methodology on synthetic images and real images respectively, getting convincing results in all cases.
INTRODUCTION
Analysis of the geometric transformation group in images is applied for many visual tasks including target tracking, target detection and image registration [1, 2, 3, 4, 5] . Visual motion of the projective transformation [6, 7] can be regarded as matrix manifolds for the fact that the data lying in some inherent manifold. It is known to us that every image is actually a matrix so that the matrix representation of images, considering its geometry, can be equivalent to points on the manifold. Traditional methods universally embeds images in a vector space with ignoring the geometry of images. However, this way is not efficient enough for images [8] .
To account for the geometry of images, the geometric transformations coming from visual data own the geometry of Lie group, which can be represented as matrix manifolds. Moreover, besides being mathematically appealing, the use of matrix manifolds based on the geometry of images are often faster and more stable than classical counterparts. The geometric transformation is represented as a 3×3 matrices whose elements correspond to parameters of geometric transformation with Lie group. E.Begelfor and M.Werman in [9] present a new family of probability distributions on the group of homographies with advantage of the invariance of the family. S.Benhimane and E.Malis approach a novel algorithm for visual tracking and servoing by use of a perspective projection model in [10] . A geometric optimization algorithm for image registration is implemented on the SL(3) groups by Seok Lee, Minseok Choi in [11] . As there doesn't exist the closed form formula of the Riemannian logarithmic map on the SL(3) groups, all of literatures mentioned above only take the algebraic logarithmic map as the approximate solution to the Riemannian logarithmic map. In this approach, the distance metric defined on the SL(3) groups can't reflect the true geodesic distance on the manifold so that the visualization purpose is out of work. Consequently, we redefine the distance metric on SL(3) groups which perfectly preserves the true geodesic distance on the manifold and visualize the motion group for our purpose.
However, manifold is an abstract mathematical notion and there is few visualized concepts about it. Although manifolds reflect the geometrical structure of the data, it is hard to comprehend and visualize. Considering this fact, it will do us a great favor if the manifolds can be visualized and this visualization of manifolds will cause more intuitive results.
In this paper, we make three main contributions. First of all, we deduce the closed form formula of the Riemannian exponential map on the SL(3) group. Second, we present a novel approach to represent the Riemannian logarithmic map on the SL(3) group although there doesn't exist the closed form formula of it. Furthermore, based on this, we compute the Karcher mean [12] of points on the Riemannian manifold of SL(3) group so that the distance of any two points can be obtained by mapping all points to a unique tangent space. Third, we visualize the visual motion of the projective transformation by the algorithm of stress majorization based on MDS.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, the mathematical notion of Riemannian manifolds is reviewed and then the Riemannian maps on the manifold of SL(3) group are described in detail. Section 3 depicts the algorithm of visualizing manifolds and its implementation. Section 4 shows experimental results of synthetic and real images respectively which visualize the projective transformation demonstrating the feasibility of our proposed approach and Section 5 makes conclusion of the whole paper.
II. THE RIEMANNIAN METRIC ON PROJECTIVE TRANSFORMATION GROUP
The notion of manifolds comes primarily from the geometry of non-Euclidean spaces. The details of manifolds and Lie group can be found in [13, 14, 15] .
A. Riemannian Manifolds and Lie Groups
Topologically, a manifold can be regarded as a surface with the gemotry which is locally homeomorphic to a Euclidean space. Riemannian manifolds are the manifolds we restrict in this paper and manifolds also stand for Riemannian manifolds from now on. Every point x on the manifold corresponds to a tangent space Each element in a Lie group exists a tangent space so that the local neighborhood of it can be represented by its tangent space. In particular, the tangent space of the identity point constitutes a Lie algebra.
In the Riemannian manifold, the shortest path between any two points on it is defined by the geodesic
can be defined with the geodesic between P and q. The Riemannian Logarithmic map operator :
Furthermore, the Riemannian Exponential map operator :
= and it allows to go back in the original space of matrix manifolds in a bijection. Fig.1 illustrates these operations. Differentiating it with respect to X, we get that
So u is the solution to following equation
We can iteratively solve it by gradient descent procedure [16] based on Riemannian manifolds:
The approach computes the first-order approximations to u. However, when the point i X is far away from the identity element, the error in this approximation may be undesirable. Considering this point, we make the process to solve this issue by multiplying every point by the initial guess u to get the residual error i X Δ . The computation formula of u Δ is given by
Algorithm 1 : An algorithm to compute the mean of SL (3) data { }
and 0
Output: the mean u on the manifold Initialize
C. Geodesic Distance of Projective Transformation Group
The projective transformation matrix is in the SL(3) group which is a Lie group. As the matrices differing only by scale multiplication represent the same homography, in order to get rid of this ambiguity, homographies are normalized to unit determinant. In this circumstance, homographies have the structure of the manifold of SL(3) group defined by
, where GL(3) is the general linear group with 3 3 × invertible real matrices. The Lie algebra with SL(3) group is sl(3), which corresponds to 3 3 × real matrices with a null trace. For the purpose of visualization, we need to compute the geodesic distance between any two points on the manifold.
Given any two points , (3 ) g h SL ∈
, the geodesic between them is represented by (t),
Given ( ) ( ) t sl 3 ∈ , the variation of (t) (8) and (9), we find
The geodesic should have the property that
As ( ) t η is arbitrary variation, therefore
T T T dv t v t v t v t v t v t v t dt
Combing with equation (6) and (12), we can get the Riemannian exponential map on SL(3) group referred to [17] ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
However, this is the analytic formula for the geodesic going from I(identity) in the direction X of length . X As we known, there is not a closed form formula to measure the geodesic length between I and a given point g on the manifold. In this case, the solution to this issue is that we compute the geodesics to numerically solve the equation
Rexp(X) g = for X and we consider it as a nonlinear least squared problem. By this way, although we don't have the closed form formula of the Riemannian logarithmic map, we can get the approximate solution to the Riemannian logarithmic map by the nonlinear least squared approach and the tangent vector obtained is very desirable. A sample code in Matlab is : to [23] , which produces the best results in most cases. Actually, by simplifying the stress function, we can observe that the quadratic majorization is more efficient and convenient comparing with optimizing the original stress function for computation. For this reason, we minimizes (14) iteratively by computing its supremum as follow. Expand (14) to obtain The first term of (15) is a constant with no importance.The second term of (15) The third term in (15) is more complicated and can't be easily rewritten like the second term. For the computational convenience, according to Cauchy-Schwartz inequality, we will create another function which can bound it from below. Making use of the Cauchy-Schwartz inequality,the third term is bounded as follows ( )
(17) Combining all these above, the supremum is computed as (
Z , 2 . By the way, it is obvious that (Z) U F is a quadratic form which bounds the stress. Differentiating it by X, the minima
Or, obviously, it is equivalent to p independent optimization problems, one for each axis
denote the ath column of the matrix Z and U, respectively. Moreover, the optimization problem may be reduced to the solution of p quadratic problems referred to
definite, the optimization is convex. It is equivalent to solve the convex quadratic optimization problem,
We can iteratively solve the convex quadratic optimization problem by gradient steepest descent algorithm with line search [23] . 
Until done IV. EXPERIMENTS

A. Synthetic Experiments
Based on the projective transformation matrix mentioned in the section 2.3, it is a 3×3 real matrix which can be parameterized with 8 independent parameters. Therefore, we can compute a set of 3-dimensional coordinates through a map 3 (3) R SL → for the purpose of visualization. The initial point is labeled as '1' corresponding to the first image, and similarly, the final point labeled as '20' represents the last image. The trajectory visualizes the changing process of the projective transformation correspondingly. The projective transformation matrices are computed referred to [10] .
Firstly, we obtain 20 simulated images generated from one image which is the aerial photography of a stadium from the Internet. We simulate the image by magnifying the original image according to the following equation
which is the relationship of scale magnifying between the neighbor frames, and L denotes the distance between the target and the detector. The relationship of scale magnifying and frames is drawn in Fig.2a and the simulated images are given in Fig.2b . Then the visualization of SL (3) group from 20 simulated images is a smooth curve as shown in Fig.3a . We can find that the result reflects the scale change from the distance of points. Furthermore, from the curve, we can observe the regularity coinciding with the relationship in the Fig.2a precisely and the distance histograms in Fig.3a are concordant almost for the geometric structure on manifold preserved desirably. 
B. Real Image Experiments
Secondly, we use 200 real images of a projective transformation. For visual tidiness, we sample 20 images with 10 step size to visualize the trajectory of the projective transformation. The samples are shown by Fig.2c and the result of visualization is illustrated in Fig.3b . The box from image 1 to 2 goes through a big translation and an obvious rotation exists between image 4 to 7, compared with the transformation between image 2 and 3. There exists a wide-angle rotation between image 8 and 9 compared with its neighbors. Similarly, from the point 15 to 18 in the curve, there must be a sharp projective transformation and so it is according to the images. Compared with the distance histograms in Fig.3b , the coordinates replicate the distance pattern of actual points on manifold perfectly.
V. CONCLUSION
We proposed a novel approach to visualize the projective transformation of the SL(3) group based on Riemannian manifolds, specifically, defining a distance metric on the SL(3) manifold. As the visualization results shown, we are confident that the method can be a powerful tool for visual applications.
Not only is the work in this paper valuable for analyzing a group of motion in images, but also it will be available for other application such as signal processing and machine learning. Through our methodology, we construct a bridge connecting the abstract mathematical space to the concrete visual space, which preserves the pattern of proximity perfectly.
Next, we will develop our work in two aspects. First, our work will focus on creating another algorithm of visualization expecting for better performance than the current one. Second, we are planning to visualize more manifolds including rotation matrices SE(3) or image sets on the Grassmann manifold G(n,k).
